SPECIAL REAPPEAR NOTICE (Engineering Courses) – JULY 2015

The special reappear chance is granted only to the students of Batches 2011-15 & 2012-16. The students other than the students of these batches shall not be allowed to appear in the special reappear Examination. Such students who are having their backlog in various subjects of any semester may apply to the respective schools latest by 27.06.2015. The respective Deans are requested to forward the list of such students (subject wise) to undersigned latest by 30.06.2015. Please also provide the paper setters list along with the list of subjects for reappear examinations latest by 30.06.2015.

The students may apply in the reappear form already existing for normal reappear examination. The fees for special reappear per subject is Rs. 1000/-. The special reappear Examinations will be conducted tentatively in the third week of July.

Dr. I. S. Sandhu
Dean (Examinations)

CC:

1. The Registrar, Chitkara University
2. Deputy Registrar (Examinations)
3. Assistant Registrar (Examinations)
4. Co-ordinator, Conduct Branch (Examinations)